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When I started to read this book I figured that it would be a normal poem book with each poem

being a story. So I staarted in the middle with one poem and loved it so much that I bought the

book. When I brought it home and started from the begining, it started to unravel as if it were a

book. I loved it and my eyes became glued to the pages. It explained in detail what I was going

though with my ex and it helped me through the toughest time in my life. I recomend this book to

anyone who has ever been in love and anyone who years for an understanding of it.

A beautiful collection of works...Javan writes with a simple, straight-forward style that aims for the

soul. He transforms the hardest emotions and feelings into soft, caring words and makes it seem

like it came straight from your own heart. I recommend his books to anyone that, like me, doesn't

always have the right words to describe how you feel.

Javan is one of my favorite poets of all time! Someone very special that I dated almost 20 years ago

bought all four of Javan's books for me. I've kept them but they've lost pages and come apart after

all the years. They are so beautiful that they were worth replacing. Javan really opens your eyes



and your mind to appreciating love regardless of what the outcome. He also helps you find peace in

heartaches and lost loves. Whether you're in love, longing for a lost love or you love beautiful

artwork expressed by words on paper, will be able to relate to all of his books. I guarantee you will

fall in love with the words on these pages and the author, Javan! You will read each book in one

sitting..and will not be able to put them down. You feel so fulfilled after reading them. I just can't

explain enough how great these books are!They make great gifts! It's the gift that keeps on giving.A

small price to pay for something that gives you so much!Enjoy!

Javan writes soundly soul filled expressions on life. This book will stand the test of time and has

universal appeal. Simple, direct and sparce use of words add to the ease of thoughtful expression.

One of my favorite authors. Paper and print style add to the classic feel.

I first bought Meet Me Halfway, and the poems just touched me. I shared them with my mother and

she immediately wanted the others by Javan. I own all of them and love each one. They each have

their own messages that really are inspirational. Must Have! =]Here's a couple poems from his

books...(found them online because I'm too lazy to go get the actual books)"Maybe someday I'll be

lucky enoughTo hold you in my armsRather than just in my mindMaybe someday I'll trade in empty

dreamsFor the thrill of one night's memoriesAnd the cold of the worldWill be shattered by your

warmth""From time to timeTwo paths will crossThen merge togetherTo appear to be oneAnd as

such will travelMany milesBut so oftenThe fortunes of the worldMake it necessaryFor them to

separateIn order to reachTheir own destinations""I often wonderIf I am the manThat I would beIf I

were a boyDreaming of the manThat I would be"

I've read, purchased again for gifts, given mine away and repurchased for myself. They are

excellent bedtime reading and keep right on giving!

This book was just amazing. The words really ment something, something that almost everyone can

identify with. They way he writes about love and life, it was just all so beautiful and it made you feel

good about yourself, about life after reading it. And i've read tons of poetry books and nothing was

more touching, more beautiful, more amazing than this book. It made me realize what a great gift

love is...if your lucky enought to find it.

This book is one of the most poetic, insightful writings I've encountered. Looking for just the right



thing to say to someone close to you, friend or lover? This is the book that will definitely say it better

than you can.I'm surprised this book is not better known. Read it and be enlightened!
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